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Conditional Mean and Maximum Likelihood
Approaches to Multiharmonic Frequency Estimation
Ben James, Brian D. 0. Anderson, Fellow,IEEE, and Robert C. Wdliamson

Abstract- The performance of an extended Kalman iilter
(EKE') applied to the problem of estimating the (assumed constant) parameten (fundamentalfrequency, harmonic phases, and
amplitudes) of a complex multiharmonic signal measured in
noise is shown to he asymptotically (i.e., as the number of
measurements tends to infinity) efliuent. The Cramer-Rao (CR)
bounds associated with the estimation problem are derived for
the case where the measurements commence at an arbitrarg time
distinct from zero.

T

from that which could be condensed from the treatment of [31
in which no explicit theorem statement is made.)
The statement of Theorem 4.1 sets the scene for the major
result of this paper, which is primarily concerned with a particular approximate conditional mean estimator, the extended
Kalman filter (EKF). The estimation problem is cast in statespace form, and two parameters are defined which reflect the
knowledge of the frequency and phases prior to estimation.
The so-called information formulation of the EKF equations
is applied to the resulting state-space signal model, and, after
derivation of approximate expressions governing the performance of the EKF, it is argued (through appeal to Theorem 4.1)
that the EKF is asymptotically efficient for sufficiently high
signal-to-noise-ratio (SNR). Finally, conclusions are drawn
and directions of future research are discussed.

HIS paper is concerned with the discrete-time estimation
of the parameters of a signal comprising a sum of
harmohically related sinusoidal tones contaminated by additive
noise, given noisy observations of the tones over a finite
interval. Such a harmonic series is paramemzed by its fundamental frequency and its harmonic phases (and amplitudes).
The amplitudes, frequency, and phases are assumed not to vary
over the interval of observation
The estimation problem with which we are concerned is to
The work of [I] and [2] analyzed the maximum likelihood determine the "best" estimate (in some sense) of a constant,
approach applied to a closely related parameter estimation but unknown, parameter vector, given a finite set of noisy
problem, with consideration in [l] of the single-tone case observations of some function of the parameter vector.
and in [Z] the general multiple-tone case. The latter did not
For the muitiharmonic (MH) estimation problem with m
consider the special situation where tbe tones are harmonically harmonics, the parameters of interest are the amplitudes
related, but rather one where no special relationship between bl, - . . .b, of each of the harmonics, their relative phases
the tones exists. The work of [3] contained, in part, a derivation 81, - .. ,Om, and the fundamental frequency wo. The parameter
of the Cramer-Rao (CR) bounds for the case of a real vector is then defined to be
muitihannonic signal. measurements of which are assumed to
commence at time t = 0. (The CR bounds are lower bounds on
the estimation error variance for any unbiased estimator.) One
of the results of this paper is the generalization of the deriva- and an arbitrary estimate & of a0 is defined by
tion of [3] to the case of a complex multiharmonic signal,
with noisy measurements assumed to start at an arbinary time
distinct from zero. Reasons for preferring a complex signal
formulation m discussed in Section 11. The details of our The underlying real s i s a l comprising rn harmonics is a
slightly generalized derivation are summarized in Theorem nonlinear function of the parameter vector a0 and is defined by
4.1. (We remark that this theorem is essentially no different
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along with its in-quadranrre counterpart (perhaps obtained via
a Hilben transform: see Appendix A and the remark below):
71
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The noisy measurements xe complex and ;ue defined by
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where
1
X, =
s,, (to + nT) + w(to + n T )
A Y, = s,,(to + nT) +*(to + nT).

(2.6a)
(I.&)
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[I]. These vary depending upon whether the phase is known
or unknown, and similarly for the frequency and amplitude.
This paper is concerned with equivalent bounds on the MLE
performance for the multiharmonic case that are known to be
tight in the h e a r or above-threshold region.

The time at which measurements commence is denoted by

to. The measurement noise processes w and ?i, are assumed to
be independent, zero mean, white, and Gaussian with variance
2

5-.

Remark: There are two basic reasons for preferring a
formulation of the estimation problem in terms of the complex
multiharmonic signal defined by (2.5H2.4). (Note that Z,
as defined in (2.5) is sometimes referred to as the amlytic
signal.) The first is that it provides a degree of analytical
simplification that facilitates subsequent analysis not afforded
by the corresponding real signal formulation. (In the real
signal formulation, the imaginary part of the RHS of (2.5)
evanesces.) The second is simply a desire to remain consistent
with existing marments of the problem, particularly those of
[I], [2], and [4]. It should be stressed that there is essentially no
loss of generality associated with our appeal to the complex
model; it is first and foremost a matter of analytical convenience. Having said this, it is perhaps nevertheless desirable
that some connection be made between the complex and real
formulations since, in practice, it is only the real signal X,
that is available for measurement. This we do in Appendix
A, where a particular means of constructing Y, from the
received real signal is described. This may be summarized
by saying that the underlying continuous-time received signal
is sampled at twice the rate associated with X,, (i.e., with
sampling period T / 2 ) and passed through an ideal discretetime Hilbert transformer, the output of which is downsampled
to give Y,.
111. MAXIMUM LIKELIHOOD
ESTIMATION

a,,

1

= a.rg max f ( Z O , . . . , Z N - ~ I & )

muktihmonic parameter estimation problem formulated earlier are derived. These bounds represent the best performance
achievable by any unbiased estimator applied to the mea.
also enable us to define the
surements Zo,. . . ,Z N - ~ They
above-threshold or h e a r region as those values of the signalto-noise ratio (SNR) for which an estimator's performance
meets the CR bounds, and the below-threshold or nonlinear
region as those values for which it does not
As already remarked in the Introduction, the CR bounds for
a real multiharmonic signal have been calculated in [3]. This
derivation assumed that measurements commenced at to = 0
and that the received signal is real, rather than complex. For
the sake of completeness (many of the calculations here appear
closely related to those for the EKF performed later in the
paper) and consistency with [l] (where the CR bounds for a
single complex tone are presented), we repeat the calculations
for the more general case of a complex multiharmonic signal
with measurements assumed to commence at an arbitrary time

to = noT.
To simplify matters, the harmonic amplitudes are intially
assumed known. It proves straightforward to subsequently
generalize this treatment to the case where the harmonic
amplitudes are unknown.
A
Let Z = {Zo,. . . , Z N - ~ }The
. Fisher Information matrix
J is defined (see [5]) by

,,(a)

The estimation problem generally is that of determining an
estimate 6 of a0 given the N measurements Zo,. - - ,ZN-1
that is "best" in some sense. The ML approach is just one way
of assigning meaning to the word "best." More specifically,
the maximum likelihood (ML) estimate &,I is that parameter vector which most likely would result in the observed
measurement sequence. Mathematically, this is expressed by
"

N. CRAMER-RAOBOUNDS
In this section, the Cramer-Rao bounds for the complex

{
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di,(to n T ) d5,(to nT)
aai
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J ( a 0 )= J + j

(4.3)

where
1

= (&)sexP

(4.21

After some calculation (Appendix B), there holds

by

f(zo,....zs-11.)

(4. I)

and the Cramer-Rao bounds are the diagonal elements of
J-l(ao). As in [I], the elements of J are given by

(3.1)

where the conditional probability density function f is given

-' E
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(4.5b)

N .
C =-dlag{b~,b~,..-.b~}

(4.5~)

"

Formulas for the IW, estimate of the amplitude, phase, and
frequency are given for the single-tone case (m = 1) in

u2
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and j is a perturbation term, the magnitude of which is given
by Theorem 4.1 below. The quantities P and Q are defined
as in [I]:

Let O(x) denote a matrix whose componens are asymp(Oi,(x)(/x = c, where
totically linear in x, i.e., lim,,
0 < c < m. The following theorem (which describes in a
compact form the derivation of the CR bounds in [3]) permits
approximation of the CR bounds valid for large N.
Theorem 4.1 (Nehorai and Porat [3]): Let J(aa),S,and j
be as previously defined. Then
1)

1994

Frequency Unknown: v a r ( 0 k )

A. Effect of Amplitude Uncertainly
The foregoing assumed that the harmonic amplitudes
bl, ...,b, are known. How are the bounds affected if this
assumption is relaxed? In this case, the parameter vector
A
is a0 = [bl . . .b, w el . ..@, ,IT. The approximation to the
Fisher information mamx 5 becomes the (2m 1)x (2m 1)
matrix below:

+

+

From the blockdiagonal nature of 3, it is easily seen that
the bounds for phase and frequency variation are unaffected
by uncertainty in the harmonic amplitudes. Similarly, the
bounds for iimplitude estimation are unaffected by certainty or
uncertainty in either the phases or ftequency. The amplitude
estimation bounds are given as follows.
Boundr for Amplitude Estimation:
(Note.that the theorem holds for the general case, where both
the frequency &d the harmonk.phases ak&sumedunknown.)
The diagonal nature of C permits read) calculation of the
diagonal elements of S-' when all the combnents'of (y, are.
unknown (the most general case) by a sh'aightfonkard application of the Block Matrix Inversion Lemma (see Appendix
B). The task is simplified further if the frequency is unknown
and a l l the harmonic phases are assumed known, in which
case 7 reverts to a scalar, namely, A. On the other hand,
if the frequency is assumed known and the harmonic phases
unknown, then 7 becomes an na x m diagonal matrix, nameiy
C.Summarized below are the bounds for each of the possible
combinations.
Performance Bounds for Unbiased Frequency Estimators:

:

e2

p(Q

. . ..

15 k 5 m.

(4.14)

~

u The multiharmonic frequency estimation error variance
bounds are identical to the single-tone bounds given in [I]
when one makes the replacement bz 4CrE1k 2 b i . (Reference
[I] defined bo to be the amplitude of the single tone.)
0 It is apparent that the frequency estimation bounds for a
multiharmonic signal are lower-than the corresponding bounds
for a single sinusoidal tone with the same signal power (i.e.,
with b i =
b i ) . This appears to confirm the intuitive
expectation that the presence of harmo~csshould improve the
accuracy of the (fundamental) frequency estimate over that for
a single tone.

V. PERFORMANCE
OF EXTENDED KALMAN FILTER

Phases known: var(ir)

2

2
N,

A

r(bk)2

+ 2rzOP+ n8N)(fk2b:)

(4.9)

k=1

Phases unknown: var(G)
(4.10)

Petformance Bounds for Unbiased Phase Estimators:
Frequency known: var(0k)

-

(4.1 1)

In this section, an equivalent state-space formulation of
the discrete-time estimation problem is given. The state-space
description of the complex multihannonic signal is, of course.
nonlinear. Standard linear. optimal filtering techniques are
not therefore applicable. A technique based upon, and for
sufficiently high SNR virtually equivalent to, the standard
Kalman filter is the so-called extended Kalman filter ( E W .
In essence. this object is simply a Kalman filter applied to a
linearized version of the original signal model. the linearization
being about the current state estimate. Provided the error
incurred by the linearization is not too great, the EKF generates
an estimate of the state close to the optimal conditional mean
estimate.
The work of [6]-[8] dealt with the application of the EKF
to the multiharmonic trocking problem (i.e., where uo is
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ttme varying). Some of the analytical techniques used in the
tracking problem prove fruitful for the estimation problem,
and conversely.
The state-space formulation of the multiharmonic estin$tion
problem proceeds as follows. F i t , the measured multiharmonic signal is rewritten in the equivalent vector form below.
(We remark that this formulation is unconventional, although
nonetheless valid, in the sense that state-space signal models
most commonly deal with real, scalar signals.)
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The difference equation (5.5a) is initialized at time n = no
in such a way that x(0) = ao. (Recall that no is the quantity
to be estimated.) In the absence of a stochastic driving term
(normally referred to as the input orprocess noise) from (5.5a).
and given that F is nonsingular, this is achieved by setting

The estimation problem may now be stated in terms of the
state-space formulation of (5.5aH5.5b):

Determine the "best"estimateof x(0) = a0 in some sense,
given the sequence of measurements
Z(noT),.- . ,Z((n0 N - 1)T).

+

The kth total harmonic phase @k(nT)is defined (for the case
of the multiharmonic signal with constant parameter vector
a01 by
A

@k(nT)= kwonT

+ Bk.

(5.2)

Also, as before, is the point in time at which measurements
b
commence. The sequence W(nT)= [w(nT)6(nT)ITdefines
a vector random process (the measurement noise) that is white,
zero mean, and Gaussian,.with covariance mahix

The state vector x(nT) is defined as follows:

Again, the harmonic amplitudes are assumed known. (This
assumption will be later relaxed.) The complex multiharmoinc
signal model is then given by

where

The "best" estimate. in the sense of minimum mean-souare
error, is that provlded approximately by the EKF, w~thsmall
approximation error for sufficiently high SNR. (Of course,
there are other, more complex nonlinear estunators that wtll
give close to optimal performance at lower values of SNR.)
Some clarification is required here. In general, the "best"
estimate of x(0) given the N measurements commencing at
n = no is a smoothed estimate in the sense that, for arbitrary
no. the time of interest n = 0 does not necessarily coincide
with the time of conclusion of measurements n = no N - 1.
The EKF, however, provides afrlferedstate estimate: that is, an
estimate at time k based on measurements up to and including
time k. This poses no dificulty for the problem at hand since
the absence of b u t noise and the nonsinmlaritv of F means
is identical to
that the filtered estimate of x((no N
the smoothed estimate of x(0) to within an invertible linear
aansformation [of the same nature as that described in (5.7)].
For the signal model given by (5.5aH5.5b), the equations defining the EKF (we have omitted T for the sake of
convenience) are given by [see [9]]

+

+ -1)~)

where

and
and the definition of h(.) is apparent from (5.1).
It is evident h m the definition of the system mahix F that
the frequency w(nT)(the first component of the state vector) is
constant in timet (and equal to the fundamental frequency wo,
assuming correct initialization) due to the absence of a driving
term from (5.5a). [We remark that a state-space formulation
of the rracking problem is easily achieved by the inclusion of
a stochastic driving term in (5.5a).]
'Stale variables arc. in general. time varying and the usual notation rrflsll
the notation is in compliance wid1 convention only, and is
not intended to imply that the fundamental frequency is time varying when.
in our case. it patently is not.

this. Our use of

along with

neEKF so defined is an
K
~ filter ]for a p*cular
~
~
linearized
of the nonlinear
It is,. of course,
no longer optimal when applied to signals generated by the
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original signal model. The quantities C (k(k - 1) and C (klk)
therefore denote approximarions to the actual prior and posterior conditional error covariance matrices; the region where
these approximations are very close to the true covariances is
termed the linear region.
This paper is not concerned with the actual estimates per
se, but rather with their associated error covariances. The
question to be answered is: Does the performance of the EKF
in its linear region meet the limits imposed by the CR bounds?
In other words, do the EKF and the MLE perform equally well
(in terms of the accuracy of their estimates) in their respective
h e a r regions?
We will attempt to answer this question by calculating the
approximate covariance as &fined in (5.10a) and (5.10b). To
ensure a fair comparison, assumptions concerning prior knowledge of the parameter vector underlying the MI. approach must
be reflected in the EKF formulation. To this end, define the
initial error covariance

NO. 6. JUNE

1994

Fig. 1. Relationship af measurements to point of interest.

The form of the so-called measurement updare step [see
(5.10a)l is generally simpler for the informatzon filter than in
the dual covariance formulation.
The absence of input or process from the signal model
ensures that the time update step [see (5.10b)l has the same
simple form in both formulations.
r For the case most commonly encountered in practice,
where the initial error covariance C,(O) reflects complete
uncertainty in the frequency and phases (i.e., a ico, E +
co), the equations of the covariance formulabon would be
initialized by a matrix containing inlinite entries. This is
avoided in the information formulation.
C, (0) 5 E{[d z(O)][h - z(0)lT}
For the sake of simplicity and to avoid clouding the main
issues, the assumption is made that no 5 1 - N; that is,
the measurements commence and conclude before the time
of interest, 2 = 0 (see Fig. 1). Under this assumption,
where d is an initial estimate of x(0) in the absence of the approximate information matrices associated wiht a filter
measurements, i.e., an estimate based on prior knowledge of initialid at time n = no and Nnning forwards in time to
~ ( 0 ) Either
.
& o r a propagated version thereof would be used
n = no N - 1are calculated. We claim that this assumption
to initialize the EKF estimate update equation of (5.8a).]
does not entail any loss of generality, although this is not
The initial error covariance C,(O) reflects knowledge of the proved here. (The claim is based on the reversible, symmetric
parameters prior to estimarion. Thus, for example, the problem
nature of the signal model from which input noise is absent.)
of estimating a completely uncertain wo when each of the
harmonic phases is perfectly known corresponds to letting
Vn. INFORMATION FILER
a -+ oo and E -+ 0. The appropriate manipulation of the two
Define the measurement-update and time-update informaparameters a and E in this fashion enables a fair comparison for
tion
matrices as follows:
each of the situations in (4.9H4.12). Our goal is then to show
that the estimation error variances associated with the estimate
(7. la)
r (klk) 2 C-' (klk)
2(0) meet the bounds for each of the limiting situations there
(7. ~ b )
(klk - 1) 2 z-l (klk - 1).
specified.

-

+

r

VI. CALCULATION OF EKF E S ~ T I O
ERROR
N C O V A R V \ N ~ The respective update equations are [cf. (5.1Oa) and (5.10b)l
Define

The quantity of interest is the smoothed conditional e m
covariance

r(klk) = r ( k l k

- 1) + H ( k ) ~ - l H ~ ( k ) (7.2a)

From (7.2a) and (7.2b), it is evident that the measurementupdate (or posterior) information matrix satisfies the Lyapunov
difference equation
I'(k

+ Ilk + 1) = ~ - ~ r ( k l k ) F - '
+

~ ( k ) R - l H ~ ( k ) . (7.32)
an approximation to which is given by a suitable hansformation of the approximate filtered error covarinace ob- The difference equation is initialized as follows. The initial
tained by solution of the difference equation (5.10a) [along error covariance at time n = O.C,(O) is, in the absence
with (5.10b)l. (See earlier comments regarding filtered versus of measurements, simply the propagation of the initial error
smoothed estimates.)
covariance C(nolno - 1) to time n = 0. From (5.IOb). this
The definition of the EKF given in (5.8aH5.11) is one is given by
expressed in terms of covariance matrices. A dual formulation
C,(O) = F-'LoC (nolno - 1)(FT ) -no .
(7.4)
is that of the so-called information filter, which re-expresses
the defining equations of the EKF in terms of the information Therefore,
mamces. which m inverses of the covariance matrices. This
formulation will be preferred for three main reasons.
r ( n o ( n o 1) = ( ~ ~ ) - ~ ~(O)F-,LO
n ~ ; l
(7.5)

-
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with the result that, from (7.2a),

The quantity of interest is the information mamx at time
n = 0 condtioned on all the measurements, viz.
-

In terms of the information formulation definitions so far,
the quantity defined in (6.2) is given by

r(01no + N - 1) = ( F - ~ ) I - ~ - ~(no
o F+ N
- l(no N - I ) ( F - ' ) ~ - " - " ~ .
(8.7)

+ N - 1 ) = ( F ) ~ - " - " Q ~ -(no
' + N - llno
+ N - l ) ( ~ ~ ) l - ~ - n ~(7.7)
.

[The LHS of (8.7) will be denoted r ( 0 ) to keep the notation
simple, similarly for F(0) and F(O).] From (8.6a) and (8.6b).
it is evident, after some calculation, that

C (Olno

-

+

WI. S O L ~ OOF
N LYAPUNOV
EQUATION
From the definition of H ( . ) in (5.11) and h(.) in (5.56) and
(5.1). a straightforward calculation gives

H(k) =

0
-bl sin @ I
1-b, sin @
,

N-1

RO)= n=O ( FT )n + n ~ g +( ~%)Fn+na

(8.8)

S(k) 2 ~ ( k ) ~ - l b P (-kS.)

(8.9)

where

bl
b, cos

(8.1)

@,A

Similarly, from (8.5a) and (8.5b), there follows

< <

where 01 & 6l(klk - I ) , 1 I
m.
From (8.1). it is easy to see that the ( i f l ) ,( j + l ) t h component of H ( - ) R - l F ( . ) is given by (1/u2)b,b3COS(@;- e3).
The diagonal elements of H ( - ) R - ~ H T ( . are.
) therefore known Observing that
and constant [they are equal to the diagonal elements of the
0 0 --- 0
1
mamx S defined below in (8.3)l.A~it stands, the time-varying
(n+no)T 1
matrix H ( - ) R - l H T ( . ) has a complicated dependence upon
the measurements via the estimates &, 1 ( k
m, which
renders the solution of (7.3) an intractable problem. We note,
however, that the off-diagond elements of X ( . ) R - ' F ( . ) are
oscillatory (thus averaging over time mughly to zero), which some further calculation shows that
suggests that we approximate H(.)R-'HT(.) by its average
2772 N-1
value, given below by
- ( n no)'
lpbrbp cos A e l p ,
u2 ,,=O
WP
. M-1
i=j=I

<

x

+

x

- N-1

prior to solving (7.3). Provided M corresponds to a sufficiently large number of periods of the slowest oscillation in
H ( . ) R - ~ H T ( . )then
, this quantity is given mugbly by
A

l

.

S = -diag {0, bl, .'. . , bz}.

(8.3)

u*

We remark that the use of S, rather than H ( . ) R - l H T ( - ) ,
a leads to an approximate expression for r identical to that (where hejk= Qj Ok).and
for the approximate Fisher mamx 7 defined in (4.4). An
approximate expression for r.F, is derived as fouows. First,
observe that
where A, B, and C are defined in (4.5aH4.5~). (Apart from
the pemubing terms on the diagonal, F(0) is identical to the
Fisher information matrix 7 earlier derived.)
where
Inspection of (8.12) reveals that F(0) depends indirectly
r
(klk) = F - T (
Ilk
~
1)F-'
S (8.5a) upon the measurements via t h e state estimates @k. Also
r (nolno) = ( F T )C;l
"~
(0)F-"a S
(8.5b) observe that p(0) is identical to J (see the proof of Theorem
4.1 in Appendix B). except that the total phase values are
and
replaced by their estimates. It is therefore reasonable to expect
that Theorem 4.1 might be used to give credibility to the
approximation of T ( 0 )by F(0) since, in the absence of process
noise, we would expect the EKF state estimates to converge
almost surely to the true state values (given sufficiently
is analogous to 7 and ?(.I.)
to j.)
accurate initial state esimtates). Therefore. for sufficiently large
(Here,

-

+

+

r(./.)
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N, r(0) would closely approximate j,enabling "application"
of Theorem 4.L2
Inversion of r(0) yields approximately the quantity of
interest, C(Oln0 + N - 1).the diagonal components of which
are the desired parameter estimation error variances. These are
given as follows for the various limiting cases.
Frequency Estimation Error Variance ( a + m):
Phases known ( E -+ 0):

where

and

Note that S*(n) is a time-varying version of S in (8.3) and
is given by

Phases unknown: (E -+ w):
Due to the block diagonal nature of F,, r,(O) is also block
diagonal, viz.
Phase Estimation Error Variance ( 6 + co) :
Frequency known: ( a -+ 0):

.
Here, rl(0) is an m x m matrix, In fact, it is easy to see that

Frequency Unknown: ( a + co):

+

rl(o)=

(;-+-Z)I""

If the harmonic ampitude. are assumed completely unknown
(i.e., 6 -+ w), then rl(0) = (N/2)Im. Thus, the estimation
error variances for the harmonic amplitudes are given by
These are identical to the CR bounds of (4.9H4.12).

M.

AMPLITUDES UNKNOWN

In this section, the previous assumption concerning complete knowledge of the harmonic amplitudes is relaxed We
give a heuristic argument in favor of the conjecture that the
amplitude uncertainty has, for large N, no effect on the phase
and frequency estimation performance.
Define the augmented state vector

[where z(n) was earlier defined in (5.4)]. The amplitudes
bl, . ;. , b, are assumed constant but unknown. Therefore,
define the augmented system matrix

where F is as defined in (5.6). By arguments similar to the
case of known amplitudes, the augmented information matrix
r.(O) is given by the expression

= A rigomus p m f of this claim (complicated as it is by the deprndence of
via the phase estimates on the measurement noise) lies outside the scope
of this paper.

For large N, we argue. as in the last sectlon, that the
amplitude estimates have essentially converged to the true
amplitude values so that S*(n)can be replaced in (9.4)
by S. This then yields the same expression for rz(0) as
given by (8.10) far r(0). Hence, it appears reasonable to
suppose that the phase and frequency estimation performance
is unaffected by any requirement to estimate the harmonic
amplitudes for large N. This is consistent with the result for
the CR bounds.

X. CONCLUSIONS

,

,

This paper has considered the estimation of the p,arameters
(frequency, amplitudes, phases) of a complex multiharmonic
signal. It has presented a slightly generalized derivation of
the Ciamer-Rao bounds on unbiased estimation performance
for such a signal, &d has shown how. the EKF meets these
bounds approximately in its linear (or high-SNR) region for a
sufficiently large number of measurements. It was seen that
the MLE and EKF approaches are equivalent (at least in
the linear region) in the sense that the respective estimation
performances are approximately the same. However, an important unresolved question relates to the relative performance of
the two approaches as the SNR is lowered and thresholding
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behavior becomes apparent. Even though their performance is and
equivalent for high SNR's, it is unclear that the two approaches
would have the same threshold point (i.e., value of SNR
where performance suddenly collapses). The relative location
of the threshold points is obviously an important point of From this, we conclude that the variance of the analytical noise
w(k) =
a w(k) + jwx(k) is given by
comparison between the two approaches. Of importance also is the relative performance below threshold. Monte Carlo
simulation should give guidance here in relation to both these
2026k:,
(k - 1 ) even
Issues.
E [ ( k ) ( ) *=
]
4ju
(11.5)
(k - 1 ) odd.
The EKF approach has the advantage that estimates are
n(k - I ) '
computed recursively and that it can cope easily with time
variation in the signal parameters, whereas the MLE approach
depends on the parameters remaining constant in time. Of The analytical noise sequence is therefore not white. Consider,
future Interest in this regard is an invesagation of the possibly however, a sequence composed of the even (or odd) samples
deleterious effects on ML estimation performance if slow time of the original analytic noise sequence. This sequence has
N samples and sample period T . Furthermore, from (11.5).
variations occur in the signal parameters.
it is white with variance 2 9 . Thus, the analytic signal Z,
defined in Section I1 may be obtained by taking the even
APPENDIX A
(or odd) samples of a length 2N sequence of samples of the
THEHILBERT TRANSFORM
AND WHITE NOISE
"usampled" analytic signal as defined above. The signal Z,
For consistency with the approach of [I] and [Z], the so- so obtained therefore contains a noise component that is white,
calaled analytic signal has been considered in this paper. a prop* that is vital to the subsequent analysis of Section 11.
A
This Appendix derives properties of the associated analytic
(Note: Consider the vector noise sequence G = [wwHIT
noise sequence and aims to clarify statements elsewhere in composed of the even (or odd) samples of the original white
the literature concerning, e.g., [I], 121, and [4].
.
noise sequence and the Hilbert-transformed noise sequence,
We 6rst consider a real measurement sequence of length respectively. Then it is easy to see that E[6(k)G(l)T]= u212.
2N, with each element of the sequence separated in time by This facr is used in Section III.)
(TJ2).Assume a received signal of the form

{-

APPENDJXB
PROOF OF

m o m 4.1

This proof, which is slightly diierent from that in [3], is
given for the sake of completeness. Also, we remark that
Theorem 4.1 is slightly more general than the result given
in [3] since it deals with a complex signal with an arbitmy
time of commencement of measurements no. We also reiterate
(This is an upsampled version of (2.3) with samplmg beginning that the result proved below applies to the Fisher mamx for the
at the same point in time, noT.) The noise component w(.) problem where the frequency and the phases are unknown. For
is, as before, zero mean, white, and Gaussian with variance the case where the frequency is unknown and the phases are
u2. We then suppose that 2N samples of X ( . ) are taken known (or vice versa), the proof is not significantly different
(beginning at noT) and passed through an ideal discrete and will not be given here.
The following standard result, which we state without proof
Hilbert transformer to yield Y ( . ) [given by an appropriately
modified version of (2.4)]. The analytical signal is then (see [3]) will be of use:
constructed as Z ( . ) = X(.) j Y ( . ) . The transformed noise
component for the kth sample is defined (dropping ( T J 2 ) )by
(see [101)

+

where i 1 0.4 is not an integral multiple of n, and O ( x ) is
defined immediately prior to Theorem 4.1.
Recalling (2.1). (2.3), (2.4). and (4.2). and defining

m add

Given that the variance of the original white noise sequence
is rr2 and in conjunction with (11.2). it is straightforward to
show that

(k - 1 ) even
~ [ w ( k ) w ~=
(l)]
( k - 1 ) odd
lr(1- k)'

(11.3)

the Fisher information mi nix'^ is s&ightfonvardly calculated
to be (12.3). which appears at the top of the next page. From
the definition of 7 in (4.4). j is given by (12.4). which also
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appears at the top of the page. Partitioning j conformally with
the RHS of (4.4). it is easy to see from (12.1) and (124) that

which proves the first part of Theorem 4.1.
Saaightforward application of the Block Manix Inversion
Lemma (see (12.6) at the top of the page) reveals that for
large N,

where a is a constant scalar, p is a constant row vector, and 7
is a constant m x m matrix. [Note that the diagonal components
of 7 are given by (4.10) and (4.12).]
It is easy to see From (12.5) and (12.7) that
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terms defined in (12.8) as follows:

From (12.8), it is clear that this power series is convergent
provided N is sufficiently large. We can rewrite (12.9) as
follows:

-

-

It is therefore also clear fmrn (12.8) that /IJ-' - T
1ll 0
as N
co for any suitable mamx norm [I . 11.
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